This paper investigates the use of Proper Orthogonal Decomposition-based reduced order computational Fluid Dynamics models for model-based controller design. An open-loop optimal control problem is posed and solved concerning the regulation of a rocket engine thrust profile. The control synthesis uses a numerical flow field solver as the plant nioclel. Controllers are synthesized using a reduced order model of the flow field generated via Proper Orthogorial Decomposition. A quasi one-dimensional supersonic convergent-divergent nozzle with varying back pressure is used as a niodcl problem. Treating the nozzle flow as one-dimensional, the reduced order model was used to synthesize a coiitroller that controls thrust along an asccnt trajectory by varying nozzle throat area and fuel mass flow rate. The effects of reduced order model accuracy on controller performance are quantified.
Results
A reduced order model was generated from four snapshots of the full order system state vector, taken at even intervals as the flow solver progressed from initial condition to steady state. The snapshots were obtained from the full order flow solver explicit time integration with the nozzle geometry required at 20 seconds into the flight trajectory (approximate). These four snapshots produced a reduced order model with four modes for each of the three conserved flow variables. This resulted in a total state dimensionality of twelve. The twelve modes were applied to the unsteady equations and time integrated t o steady state. The reduced order plant was inserted into the optimization algorithm, and the algorithm was run t o generate a sub-optimal controller. The sub-optimal controller thrust performance, based on the full order plant, is shown in Figure 2 . The optimization algorithm, based on the reduced order plant, introduced a slowly growing error in thrust. When necessary, reduced order model accuracy can be adjusted to achieve desired performance goals by varying the number of modes and dispersion of snapshots [l] . The mean error for this suhoptimal controller was 21.8N which is a 0.43% error.
